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ABSTRACT

Plants are among the oldest and most complex organisms on our world. The complexity lies, first 
of all, from the cellular point of view, which has a greater compartmentalization than the animal 
cell. Also evolved as terrestrial organisms, plants have developed complex forms of 
electrochemical communication, developed to the point of suggesting that plants possessed a sort 
of nervous system, similar to that found in the animal world and in organisms with a high degree 
of evolution. Over the course of history, numerous researchers, especially in the last century, have 
alternated trying to penetrate the functional complexity of plants, obtaining results that allowed to 
tip the scales towards the presence not only of a nervous system, but a complex processing 
capacity, comparable to a consciousness. The experiment described here, using a polygraphic 
apparatus connected to an artificial intelligence computerized processing system, made it possible 
to evaluate the physiopathological responses of a plant subjected to external stimuli of an invasive 
and non-invasive nature. The technique involved addressing the vegetable “directly” during the 
experimentation. The results obtained have highlighted a logical succession of responses, which 
have allowed us to conclude that plants possess an advanced capacity for processing external 
stimuli and also of the human voice.

Key words: Artificial intelligence; Polygraph; Primary perception; Global consciousness; 
Plant neurophysiology; Plant neurobiology; Tower buster

INTRODUCTION

Plants or plant organisms are the oldest cellular life forms present on our world. It states “cellular 
life forms” as in Systematics, there are also acellular life forms such as Viruses, which enter the 
Aciyota Domain. Appeared in the form of Cyanobacteria, therefore unicellular, about 
3,500,000,000 years ago, before the continental drift and in the presence of the only great ocean 
called Panthalassa, they rapidly transformed the physicochemical conditions of ocean waters, 
introducing oxygen and metabolizing the carbon dioxide, through a series of organic reactions, 
carried out through chlorophyll photosynthesis. These reactions have also allowed the creation of 
trophic chains, also called food chains, with primary producer organisms such as plants at the base. 
The transition from aquatic to earthly life, for vegetables, took place with the appearance of pioneer 
plants, with absent stems but with a great capacity to store water, such as mosses, sphagnums and 
liverworts, defined Bryophytes. Subsequently, the Pteridophytes appeared as: ferns, equisedi and 
lycopods. The first ferns, which appeared between the end of the Triassic and the beginning of the 
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Jurassic, had a tall trunk. The superior plants, equipped, among other things, with tall stems, 
appeared since the Late Jurassic, at the beginning of the Mesozoic period, about 180-190 million 
years ago, quickly colonized the emerged lands, such as Angiosperms, increasing the content of 
oxygen in the atmosphere of the Earth of the Jurassic period. The real revolution took place in the 
Middle Jurassic, about 150 million years ago, with the appearance of flowering plants, the 
Gymnosperms, which gave way to a whole new series of intraspecific and interspecific 
interactions. One of the most famous is represented by the forms of entomophilia pollination, in 
which it is the Insects, existing for at least 400 million years before the Bryophytes, to help the 
higher plants in their reproduction, and to transport the pollen, no longer entrusted only to the 
wind, in wind pollination. One of the most peculiar characteristics of plant organisms is that they 
have developed forms of chemical and sensory interaction with the surrounding environment. 
These interactions occur both for the aerial portion of the plant, i.e. the one that rises from the 
ground, and for the underground portion, represented by the roots, in which there is a whole 
universe of direct and chemical connections with the soil, with organisms and with other roots. A 
characteristic example is represented by the Amazon Rainforest, where there are at least 500 billion 
plants, each with a more or less complex root system.

Throughout the last century, a new generation of scientists has approached the world of plants with 
a new approach, in order to determine how plants communicate with each other, with the 
surrounding environment and with the animal world. Surely, among the characters that should be 
counted most is Luther Burbank, who, with a training that stopped at the level of higher education,
developed 800 strains of new plants including fruits, flowers, seeds and herbs, among which, a 
famous variant of cactus without thorns. His operating methodology did not include the use of 
cutting-edge equipment, but reflected the attention, care and respect he had for these plants. In 
many interviews he gave he stated that his main secret was that he could talk to plants while he 
worked with them and/or made new grafts [1-5]. Undoubtedly one of the most striking examples 
of interaction-reaction between plants and animal organisms is represented by the Mimosa pudica,
a vegetable for which, at the only delicate touch on the external surface of the leaves, produces a 
closure of the same [6].

In the wake of the Burbank studies but with a completely different approach, which made use of 
technological tools, there was the famous CIA analyst and interrogation expert, Cleve Backster. 
He can be defined as the first to have created a connection between technology and the plant world 
and counted among the founders of the discipline known as Biopsychocybernetics. In his first 
experiment, Backster decided to connect his polygraph (lie detector) to a vegetable and discovered, 
to his surprise, that the needle responded, giving signals as if there was a connected subject. On 
the strength of these first results, Backster decided to extend the experiments, placing two plants, 
of the same species, close to each other and connecting the polygraph to only one of the two. A 
group of five subjects was also chosen whose one was chosen that he would have had to rage on 
the vegetable not connected to the polygraph. Subsequently, the conque subjects were made to 
stop in front of the vegetable not connected to the polygraph, until the “culprit” was reached. For 
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all those who had not raged on the first vegetable, the second, connected to the polygraph, did not 
show the minimum output signal as the polygraphic trace remained constant. Upon arrival of the 
“guilty” subject, the connected vegetable began to produce a pattern that quickly went off-scale. 
What had happened? Had the vegetable identified in that subject the author of the killing of the 
first plant? [7-12]. Backster is counted as the discoverer of the so-called Primary Communication 
and his experiments were along the lines of those already carried out in 1900 by the Indian 
biologist, physicist and botanist Jagadish Chandra Bose. Some of his experiments concerned the 
study of the electrical spasm that was generated at the end of the life of plants [13-18].

Starting with Cleve Backster, the technology applied to plants has further refined and, at the turn 
of the 1970s of the last century, a French physicist and musician, Joel Sternheimer, introduced a 
completely new concept regarding a newborn discipline but one that would have been destined to 
take notable steps forward, namely Plant Biosensoring. Sternheimer assumed that each single 
molecular species possessed its own bioresonance frequency or Brownian motion frequency, as 
introduced by Albert Einstein, and that, with the aid of particular, very sensitive instruments, it 
could be registered. Therefore, he recorded the frequencies of the twenty basic amino acids and of 
the five nucleotides (also counting Uracil as a substitute for Thymine in the RNA) and at that point 
he had an intuition: comparing the bioresonance frequencies of the molecules with the musical 
notes they had similarities, however, with only seven basic musical notes it was not possible to 
cover the entire series of molecules, which were in total 25. The problem was solved by 
considering the harmonics of these notes, i.e., multiples and/or submultiples of the note itself. At 
that time, the frequencies of the molecules were associated with harmonics, with minimal 
deviation. It was therefore possible to convert a gene sequence (nucleotides) and/or protein (amino 
acids) into musical notes. Once the sequence was composed, what would have happened if it had 
been sent to a vegetable? Sternheimer realized that if a vegetable was lacking in a particular protein 
and, by sending the musical sequence, corresponding to this protein, as sound, at the level of the 
vegetable itself, it was possible to obtain a more luxuriant growth. This discovery paved the way 
for the conception of Molecular Memory, which was later taken up by numerous research groups 
[19-24].

Coming to the present day, independent research groups and/or belonging to academic institutions 
continue their research on plant biosensoring, increasingly approving the discourse on plant
neurobiology, a concept introduced by the Italian botanist Stefano Mancuso. With his experiments, 
Mancuso laid the foundations for the understanding of how a system of uptake of external stimuli
by a vegetable can be associated with the plausible presence of a complex organization comparable 
to a vegetable nervous system [25-28]. Independent researchers such as the Italian sociologist 
Valerio Sanfo, founder and director of the Popular University A.E.ME.TRA. 
(http://www.valeriosanfo.it/), based in Turin, Italy, and the philosopher Oberto Airaudi 
(https://www.damanhur.foundation/falco-oberto-airaudi/), creator and founder of the community 
Damanhur (https://www.damanhur.foundation/), known worldwide, have conducted experiments 
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with the aim of being able to demonstrate the response of plants, in interaction with the surrounding 
environment.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

The assembly diagram of the equipment basically consists of three components: a 15.6-inch
TOSHIBA Satellite Pro L300-13Z PC System computer/laptop, a digital polygraphic system such 
as USB Poligraph, with a 2.5 Gb minimum RAM, a minimum processor speed of 1.5 GHz, and a 
minimum hard drive space of 20 Gb. The system was directly supplied with artificial intelligence 
software (automatic learning software), with complex signal reprocessing capabilities and 
equipped with SAPS technology, i.e., Algorithmic Reprocessing of Signals or Software System 
for Inductive Modeling. As a radioactive source, it has been used 5 g of UO2 (uranium dioxide or 
uraninite, with an equivalent dose value of radiation of 2.5 mRem, or 0.025 mSv), a Tesla 
Transformer, with ddp output from the secondary circuit of 20,000 volts, and 0,025 A as current 
intensity and one specimen of Tower Buster or Orgonite (instrument capable of cleaning up the 
negative environmental orgone radiation or DOR, converting it to OR). Exemplary of orgonite, 
realized by author Stefano Turini, was made by combination of two natural resins; Omani incense 
and myrrh, using gold leaf metal as a metal. The use of the Tower Buster, in accordance with the 
results obtained from the experiments of the Austrian psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich, in the 
description of the Oranur Experiment, should reduce the effects given by the ionizing radiation, 
emitted by a radioisotope, thanks to the increase of the orgone charge [data not shown].

The experimental protocol aimed to initially put the plants in contact, or only one, with the 
polygraph, and to ask control questions, in which the operator addressed the plant directly, talking 
to it, so as to be able to exploit the phenomenon of biosensing. The polygraph therefore received 
output signals, which appeared on the screen as graphs with open broken lines, referred to values 
such as: pulse, sweat and breath. The first interesting value was provided by the fact that, by 
connecting this instrument to the vegetable, a response of: pulse = 118 bpm, sweat = 100% and 
breath = 25% was recorded. These first data have shown the basic physiology of the plant in which 
parameters such as sweat and breath, normally associated with a person, translated at the plant 
level, represent the percentage of accumulated humidity and the transpiration value. For the 
impulse, the hypotheses still remain open but we have formulated the hypothesis that it is the ddp 
value measured at the level of the plant stem, as if it were the skin galvanization value, measured 
at the level of the stem surface of the Euphorbia pulcherrima. The operator generated a random 
answer according to the question posed by the same and it was then up to the software to re-
elaborate the question and the answer according to the answer given by the vegetable.

The figures shown below (not numerated, as an identification series) show the assembly diagram 
of the equipment and the plants used. The purpose of the experiment was to compare the processing 
of the responses, extrapolated from the polygraph, from the control sample, i.e., the plant 
Euphorbia pulcherrima in the absence of any form of treatment, and the treated samples. For the 
Euphorbia pulcherrima the experiments involved the treatment with a sample that consisted of 5 
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g of uranium dioxide (UO2 or uraninite), with an equivalent radiation dose value estimated to be 
around 0.025 mSv. The experimental hypothesis consisted that the plant was affected by ionizing 
radiation, made up of beta and gamma particles. After depositing the uranium dioxide sample at 
the plant level, the operator would ask direct questions to the plant itself and the software would 
elaborate the nature of the answers, based on the biometric parameters provided by the plant. In 
order to eliminate the effects of irradiation, at the level of the same plant (Euphorbia pulcherrima),
one example of Tower Buster or Orgonite, has been deposited. The aim was to compare the 
answers provided by uranium dioxide and orgonite and to be able to determine whether one or 
both could be effective in eliminating the effects of ionizing radiation on plants. This experiment 
was carried out on a reduced cove, with a view to a possible large-scale application for the 
decontamination of the woodlands of interest to its flora and fauna.

RESULTS

The results of the experiments will be provided below, through the interpretation of the following 
images.

Fig. 1: Euphorbia pulcherrima, uranium dioxide (UO2), Tower Buster (orgonite)

From left to right, we have the following images: the first image on left represents the subject 
plant, the Euphorbia pulcherrima connected to the polygraph, in which the electrode cables can 
be seen. The image at the center represents the Euphorbia pulcherrima with the capsule of uranium 
material (uranium dioxide) used in the experiments next to it. The right image represents the plant 
Euphorbia pulcherrima connected with the Tower Buster, a model conceived and developed by 
the author Stefano Turini.
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First series of results of experiment: Euphorbia pulcherrima + uranium dioxide (UO2):

Questions Answer of operator Software’s elaboration

(Are you alive?) Yes Lie

(Are you a vegetal?) Yes Truthful

(Are you afraid of me?) Yes Truthful

(Do you have consciousness 
of yourself?)

Yes Truthful

(Do you know what is 
uranium?)

Yes Truthful

(Do you feel yourself bad?) Yes Lie

(Are you affected by
radiations?)

Yes Truthful

(Do you want that I remove 
uranium?)

Yes Truthful

Through a first logical-psychological analysis of the interpretation of the answers we can conclude, 
after the application of the uranium dioxide capsule, that the answers conformed to the 
experimental hypothesis. To the first question, Are you Alive? the operator, giving a positive 
answer, the software interpreted it as a lie. Which is logical since, in the presence of the radioactive 
material, the vegetable may no longer feel alive. When asked for control, Are you a vegetable? 
The answer Yes has given a positive result as it allows us to advance the supposition that the 
vegetable is aware of its nature. The next question, Are you afraid of me? The response generated 
by the operator was Yes, and the software confirmed it. From a first interpretation, the vegetable, 
feeling threatened by the presence of a harmful external stimulus, must have concluded that the 
primary source of the disturbance, that is the operator, is a threat. The next question is the most 
important of the whole experiment: Are you aware of yourself? To the answer Yes, the artificial 
intelligence software responded positively. This is a second clue that points us towards the 
conception that plants can have self-awareness, which would be a clue in favor of the existence of 
a vegetable nervous system. The next question confirms the previous one, that is, Do you know 
what is uranium? To the answer Yes, the software has further confirmed. Therefore, the vegetable 
in question seems to be aware of the nature of the external stimulus. To the question, Are you 
feeling bad? the answer was generated Yes it is the software interpreted it as not true since, it 
seems that the vegetable, despite the negative stimulus given by the radioactive material, is not 
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affected, yet, enough to warn external effects. It should be remembered that the radioactive 
material was kept for a total duration of 30 minutes. To the question, Are you affected by radiation? 
and to the answer given Yes, the software has provided a positive answer and this further confirms 
that the vegetable is affected by radioactivity and has a sort of awareness of being affected by it. 
Finally, another important question, Do you want me to remove the uranium, to the answer Yes, 
the program has given a confirmation, which provides the further data that the vegetable, being 
affected by the ionizing radiation, “wants” it to be removed.

Third series of experiment: Euphorbia pulcherrima + natural orgonite [(resin of incens + 
myhrr) + gold] (Turini’s model):

Questions Answer of operator Software’s elaboration

(Do you know what is 
orgonite?)

Yes Truthful

(Are you affected positively 
from orgonic radiation?)

Yes Truthful

(Do you feel yourself bad?) No Truthful

(Are you affected negatively 
from orgonic radiation?)

No Truthful

(Are you feel alive?) Yes Truthful

(Would you like that I will 
remove orgonite?)

No Truthful

This re-elaboration represents one of the most important results obtained in terms of subliminal 
plant communication as it has made it possible to obtain a sequential and logical-sequential re-
elaboration of the language expressed by the plant in terms of bioelectric impulses and reworked 
by artificial intelligence software (automatic learning). By placing the type of natural orgonite, the 
vegetable responded positively from a physiological point of view. To the first question, do you 
know what orgonite is? and, when answered Yes, the software provided a positive automatic 
reprocessing. The vegetable, plausibly, must have interpreted the presence of orgonite as positive 
and must have learned to recognize it. THEREFORE, IT IS POSSIBLE TO SUPPOSE THAT, 
EVEN FOR VEGETABLES, LEARNING IS BASED ON EXPERIENCE, AS FOR ANIMAL 
ORGANISMS. Therefore, LEARNING IS EXPERIENTIAL. The vegetable has learned to 
recognize orgonite. To the second question, are you positively affected by orgone radiation? And, 
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to the answer Yes, the software has provided a positive reworking, as, evidently, the vegetable has 
begun to be positively affected by the orgone radiation. Whether it derives from experiential 
learning or from the fact that two orgonites have alternated and, therefore, the environment and 
the plant have been cleaned of EDOR, with an increase in the concentration of EOR, we are not 
yet able to say with certainty. To the third question, are you feeling bad? An answer was given No 
and the computer processed it as affirmative, as the vegetable has recovered its functions and no 
longer feels unwell. To the fourth question, are you negatively affected by orgone radiation? The 
answer given was No and the software provided another affirmative reworking, as the vegetable, 
in accordance with the previous questions, feeling good, is a logical and logical-algorithmic 
consequence of being positively affected by orgone radiation. The fifth question, Do you feel 
alive? The computer gave a positive reworking, as, again by logical succession, the increase in 
functionality of the vegetable, made it feel alive. Note that the question, Do you feel Alive? this is 
a complex question, since the term Viva contains many meanings and even more can be the 
possibilities of interpretation. Therefore, asking the vegetable a similar question means 
presupposing a complex elaboration by the vegetable itself. The last question, do you want me to 
remove the orgonite? When the operator answered No, the software provided a positive/affirmative 
answer, as the vegetable is now positively affected and has entered into harmony with the orgonite 
itself. The assumption is also that natural orgonite, created from plant resins such as frankincense 
and myrrh, is more in resonance with the plant than a synthetic resin composed mostly of urethane-
polyurethane. Moreover, the conductor metal is gold, which, as a noble metal, has a higher level 
of electrical conductivity than the aluminum of the previous orgonite. In fact, aluminum has an 
electrical conductivity value of 3.5 x 107 S/m at 20°C of temperature. Gold has an electrical 
conductivity of 4.10 x 107 S/m, always at 20°C.

DISCUSSION

The experimentation reported here had two purposes, divided into two different experimental 
sessions: the first experiment, with uranium dioxide and Tower Buster, aimed at verifying whether 
the plant responded to external invasive stimuli, and whether, through the artificial intelligence 
software, equipped with the polygraph, it was possible to process the impulses provided by the 
vegetable, so as to find a logical succession of impulses that could be translated into a form of 
language. The results of the re-elaborations, provided by the automatic learning program, have 
made it possible to highlight how the vegetable not only receives and processes external stimuli, 
but also supports them, adapting to the conditions in a specific time, highlighting a configuration 
in the environment that, until now, it had not yet been found, not at that subliminal level at least.
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consciousness in the tested plant, such as Euphorbia pulcherrima. In this we see the possibility of 
being able to begin the elaboration of a sort of protolanguage to open a channel of direct 
communication with the plant world.
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